Evaluation of 133Xe and 133Xe(m) decay data.
This paper presents the decay data evaluation of (133)Xe and (133)Xe(m), which includes the most recent available data, such as half-life results and gamma-ray intensities that have not been considered in previous evaluations. The adopted internal conversion coefficients (ICC) have been calculated using the 'Frozen Orbital' approximation and are compared here to recent measured values. Recent Q-value tabulations, recommended gamma-ray energies for calibrations, as well as new evaluated gamma-ray intensities for the 81- and 233-keV lines (37.0 (3)% and 10.16 (13)%, respectively) are also presented in this evaluation. Atomic radiation emission probabilities (X-ray and Auger electron) associated with nuclear radiations have been deduced and also included in this work.